Molecular Orbitals and Population Analysis
Bonding Analysis
There are a number of ways of analysing a calculation to provide insight into the
interactions and bonding in molecules. These generally fall into several classes:
• Molecular orbital analysis
• Population analysis
• Electron density analysis
• Energy analysis
Once we have an optimised structure we can look not only at the position of the nuclei
(ie bond distances and angles) but at the electronic density as well. Ψ is the molecular
wavefunction, the wavefunction for the whole molecule (it gives us the general or "big
picture"). We can't "see" the molecular wavefunction directly, but we can look at the
total molecular density which is just the wavefunction squared. The electron density
and how it varies over a molecule can be directly examined, we will look at Bader's
analysis of Atoms in Molecules (AIM) method, and the information that can be
obtained from the laplacian of the electron density.
The molecular orbitals (MOs) which go to build up the total wavefunction for the
system provide valuable insight into the interactions that give rise to bonding. Ψ is
written as a sum of products of individual molecular orbitals ! i (en ) , which contain
two electrons each (for a spin paired calculation). Molecular orbitals (or MOs) give
us more specific and detailed information about the electronic interactions occurring
in a molecule. All of the molecular orbitals together must contribute to the electron
density. We will also look at the delocalised MOs output from a standard quantum
chemical calculation. We can determine MOs in more than one way, we will also
look at localised MOs.
Each molecular orbital is expanded in terms of the atomic orbital (AO) basis functions
(STO's or (contracted) GTO's). The primary function of these orbitals is two fold, one
is as a mathematical basis, and the other by the fact that they are based on "real" AOs,
is to give us information about the atomic contributions to each molecular orbital. If
we want to get an idea of the way charge is distributed in a system that relates to the
molecular and atomic orbitals and atomic centers, we carry out a population analysis.
There are many population analysis methods dependent on how the electron density is
partitioned, we will look at the Mulliken population analysis, and one that is
particularly popular (and combined with a localisation procedure) called the Natural
Bond Order or NBO analysis.
The energy of a system can also be interrogated and broken down into components to
give more information on bonding. For example bond dissociation energies, which
measure the energy required to remove a ligand from a metal center give an idea of
the (broken bond's) bond strength. We will be looking at one popular method called
the Energy Partition Analysis (EPA).
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Simple Molecular Orbitals
Figure 1 shows the total molecular density for a water molecule. The molecular
orbitals that make up this density are shown in
Figure 2. These are not
particularly complicated MOs.
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Figure 1 Electron density for a
water molecule
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Figure 2 Molecular orbitals for water

You should remember that atomic orbitals combine to form MOs, the size determined
by an orbital coefficient. In forming a MO diagram we make a rough guess for these
coefficients. In carrying out a calculation we determine exact size of these
coefficients. As an example consider the diatomic H2, Figure 3. The MO is a
combination of 50% AO1 and 50% AO2. In HF the distribution is not so even, Figure
4.
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Figure 3 "cartoon" and "real" MOs of H2
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Figure 4 MO diagrams for H2 and HF

The diagrams for MOs are only "cartoons", a simplified picture of something more
complex. I have computed the MOs for a lone water molecule, Figure 5 below, the
second picture of each set is a contour plot, it shows a slice through the molecule
along the plane joining the H-O-H atoms. The caption gives the computed energy of
each MO and the coefficients for each atomic orbital.

2a1
(a) 2a1 MO, ε=-1.36217, contours step at 0.05, ≈ 0.92 O2s + (-0.22 O2pz) + 0.14 H1s+ 0.14 H1s

1b1
(b)1b1 MO, ε=-0.73277, contours step at 0.05, ≈ 0.78 O2py+ 0.36 H1s+ 0.36 H1s

3a1
(c) 3a1 MO, ε=-0.58113, contours step at 0.05, ≈ 0.48 O2s+ 0.98 O2pz- 0.22 H1s- 0.22 H1s
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1b2
(d)1b1 MO, ε= -0.50975, contours step at 0.05, ≈ 1.17 O2pxs
Figure 5 Computed "real" MOs of water

In general when we visualise molecular orbitals (Figure 5) or the total electronic
density (Figure 1) we look at an iso-surface. How is this done? The value of the MO
or electronic density is computed at a large number of grid points within a 3D volume,
ie it is evaluated numerically producing a "cube" of data. The three dimensional
shape, the iso-surface, is determined by looking for all the points (within the "cube")
with a certain value and then connecting all the points with lines producing a
"surface".
In the paper "Characterising the Electronic Structure of Ionic Liquids: An examination
of the 1-Butyl-3-Methylimidazolium Chloride Ion Pair" a simple MO diagram has
been constructed for the cation (Bmim+) and anion (Cl-) and the nature of the HOMO
and LUMO examined, Figure 6. These are often the most important orbitals as most
reactions involve interactions with, or the addition to or subtraction of, electrons from
these orbitals.

Figure 6 MO analysis from paper on ionic liquids†

†

diagrams from P. Hunt, B. Kirchner and T. Welton, Chem. Eur. J, 2006, Vol 12, Iss 26, 6762-6775.
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Population Analysis
Pictures of orbitals are informative, however we often want a numerical values so that
specific interactions can be quantified and compared. For example σ vs π bonding in
organic molecules, donation vs backdonation in transition metal complexes.
Assigning charges to atoms can be very useful as they can give a rough idea of the
charge distribution in a molecule. The total electron density is expanded in terms of
the MOs. And then each orbital can be expanded in terms of a set of atomic orbitals
(the basis set):

!(r) = " n i ! i (r)
i

! i (r) = " (r)" i (r) and ni accounts for the orbital occupation
*
i

! i (r) = # c"i $ " so ! i (r) = $ c"ic #i % "* % # and thus !(r) = " n i " c#ic $i % #* % $
"

"#

i

#$

If we interchange the summation indices, which basically means we change the order
in which we sum all the individual terms:

!(r) = " " n ic#ic $i % #* % $
#$

i

S!" = # # " is the overlap matrix
*
!

D!" = # n ic!ic "i is the density matrix
i

and then we write !(r) in a simplified form: !(r) = $ D"# S"#
"#

Population analysis methods divide up D!" S!" to obtain numbers that tell us where
the electron density in a system resides. A few of the more common wavefunction
population analysis methods include:
• Mulliken
• Löwdin
• Roby
• Mayer
• Cioslowski
• Charge decomposition analysis (CDA)
• Natural Bond Order (NBO)
Population methods also assign each atom a partial charge. Each atomic center is a
positively charged core (charge ZA) surrounded by a shielding electron cloud, once we
know how much electron density each atom has we can determine the atomic partial
charge.
qA = Z A !

#"

A

(r)dr

However, there is a problem. The charge can be distributed in qualitatively different
ways by different methods and because there is no observable property associated
with the "partial charge" there is no reference value to which computed values can be
compared, thus there is also no way to evaluate the accuracy. It is very important not
to over interpret data provided by population analysis methods, partial charges are
artificial, they do not represent an observable property of atoms or molecules.
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The Mulliken analysis is the most common population analysis method, it is also one
of the worst and is used only because it is one of the oldest and simplest.
The key component is the matrix composed of the elements
X
population
Dαβ, the diagonal elements Dαα give the interaction of an
O1s
1.99750
2s
1.81848
AO α with itself (summed over all MOs). The off-diagonal
2p
2.00000
x
elements give the overlap population of one AO with
2p
1.07094
y
another.
In the Mulliken analysis half the overlap
2pz
1.49721
population is assigned to each contributing orbital, giving
H1s
.80793
the total population of each AO. Summing over all the
H1s
.80793
atomic orbitals on a specific atom gives us the gross atomic
Table 1 Atomic orbital
population. The AO population for water calculated using
populations for water
a STO-3G basis set are given in Table 1. Remember that
oxygen has a configuration 1s22s22p4, and so there should
only be 4e in the three 2p atomic orbitals, in Table 1 there is obviously more than 4e
in all the oxygen orbitals. This extra population comes from the hydrogen atoms
which should each have 1e and in fact show a depletion of electron density. Summing
all the populations for all the orbitals on a single atom, and then subtracting the
nuclear charge gives the partial charge on each atom. In this example the charges are
–0.384135 for oxygen and +0.192067 for each hydrogen atom. Thus, overall the
more electronegative oxygen atom attracts electron density away from the less
electronegative hydrogen atoms leaving them positively charged. Note that although
the numbers in these tables have been given to a large number of significant figures (I
copied them directly from a calculation output) they should really only be compared
up to the second decimal place!
Charges can be compared when calculations have
used the same population analysis, same method &
the same basis set, however, it is again the relative
magnitude of the numbers and not the absolute values
that should be interpreted. Table 2 shows an
example of the variation in partial charge with respect
to basis set for the Mulliken analysis. Note that the
basis sets which would be best for energy
calculations are some of the worst for population
analysis. This is why the Mulliken analysis is not
used, it is highly basis set dependent.

Method
3-21G
6-31G(d,p)
6-311G(2d,2p)
cc-pVDZ
cc-pVTZ
cc-pVQZ
aug-cc-pVDZ
aug-cc-pVTZ

O(H2O)
-0.74
-0.67
-0.52
-0.26
-0.48
-0.51
-0.26
-0.41

Table 2 Variation in Mulliken
atomic charges for different basis
sets†

Localised Orbitals
As you might have already noticed the MOs that come out of a calculation don't
appear to be based on the directed bond interpretation of chemical structures, we call
these delocalised MOs. The theories that give rise to the delocalised interpretation of
bonding are well grounded and mathematical and cannot be dismissed. A part of the
problem is that we are taught about directional bonds from an early age, and it is hard
to shift opinion on such a well rehearsed model. How do we relate these different
perceptions, one of delocalised MOs and one of highly directional bonds?
The situation is not as bad as it sounds. The MOs that come out of a calculation
reproduce the total molecular density exactly. However, they are not the only orbitals
that can produce the same density. They come out the shape they do because of
†

"Introduction to Computational Chemistry" by Frank Jensen, John Wiley & Sons, Chichester, 2003.
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certain restrictions we place on the form of the orbitals in setting up our theories. We
can localise or transform the delocalised MOs that come out of a calculation, into new
forms that reflect our older empirical ideas of directional bonds. This is the same kind
of process as is used when we transform from Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) to
spherical polar coordinates, r, θ, φ. They both describe exactly the same 3dimensional space, they just allow us to perceive it in different ways. We write our
new MOs as a linear combination of our old MOs.
MOnew = "1! = c11"1 + c 21" 2 + ! + c n1" n
Localisation refers to how we determine the new coefficients, the c's in the equation
above. Different localisation procedures generate different c's. For example, Boy's
localisation depends on minimizing the spatial extent of the orbitals as much as
possible. Different localisation methods are:
• Boy's
• Edmiston-Ruedenberg
• von-Niessen
• Pipek Mezey
One localisation and population analysis method that is very popular is the Natural
Bond Order(NBO) analysis. In this method natural AOs that are the effective orbitals
of an atom in the particular molecular environment (rather than isolated and in the gas
phase) are determined, these are also the maximum occupancy orbitals. NBOs are
localised few-center MOs that reflect Lewis like bonding structures. The NBOs for
water are shown in
Figure 7, and the calculated partial
charges are given in Table 3.

X
O1s
2s
2px
2py
2pz
H1s
H1s

population
2.00000
1.72595
2.00000
1.15296
1.53168
.79471
.79471

Table 3 Natural bond orbital
populations for water
Figure 7 NBOs of water

Figure 8 below compares Mulliken and NBO charges for the bmim cation, showing
that they can be qualitatively different. Comparing charges for methods that do and
don't include correlation allows us to interpret effects due to electron correlation. A
simple MO diagram for the NBOs of the bmim cation is also shown, the text of the
paper discusses some of the additional information that can be obtained from the NBO
analysis.
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Figure 8 NBO analysis of bmim cation†

Using the Electron Density.
The use of partial charges alone to describe the spatial distribution of electron density
in a molecule can be misleading, as it gives no information about the topography of
the charge distribution which can be very anisotropic (non-symmetrical). For
example it is possible for an atom to carry an overall positive charge, but to have a
areas of significant negative charge concentration which then give rise attractive
interactions with other positively charged atoms, while the partial charge would
predict repulsion!
Methods based on the electron density, and visualising its distribution in three
dimensions can be valuable. However, the total electron density does not give us
detail about the rearrangement of electron density that occurs in forming bonds. In
Figure 9a the atomic density of the (spherical) ground state of the contributing atoms
has been subtracted from the molecular density of bmim+. The white sections in the
center are region where the contours are so dense they have had to be removed, the
accumulation of charge is represented by solid lines and the depletion of charge by
dashed lines. The contours here are in steps of 0.025 showing that compared to the
overall electron density (contours step in units of 0.1) only a very small portion of an
atoms electrons move when forming a bond! It is these very small changes which
drive all chemistry.

Figure 9 (a) Electron density difference and (b) Laplacian
†

diagrams from P. Hunt, B. Kirchner and T. Welton, Chem. Eur. J, 2006, Vol 12, Iss 26, 6762-6775.
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We can also plot the laplacian (or second derivative) of the electron density Figure 9b
solid lines show positive the curvature where the electron density is increasing.
Where the laplacian is zero, we have a critical point. All bonds have a bond critical
point were the laplacian is zero.
Bader's Atoms In Molecules (AIM)
net attractor
analysis
is
perhaps
the
most
theoretically sound of all population
density gradient
analysis methods, primarily because it
relies on properties of the electron
density "basins"
density alone and not on basis sets or
Figure 10 Density analysis
integration grids. In this method the
gradient of the density is analysed to
determine where the boundaries of "atomic basins" lie. Once the basins are
determined the density contained within a basin is summed (or integrated) to
determine the charge on an atom, Figure 10.
The above figure gives a simple one-dimensional cartoon, in reality the molecule has
multiple dimensions which rigorously divide up the physical space inside a molecule.
The AIM analysis also defines bond critical points, where the electron density
between two bonded atoms is at a minimum, the density, and gradient at these points
can be used to quantify the bond strength and bond order. There is much more to this
method which we don't have time to cover here. For large molecules the AIM
analysis can be a computationally demanding process, unlike the other population
analysis methods which take seconds.

Energy Partitioning Analysis
Rather than interpreting a bond in terms of a charge distribution, it is possible to look
at the energy of interaction between two fragments, for example, a TM and ligand, or
an acid and base. The most well known analysis of this type is based on ideas first
presented by Morokuma† and extended by Zigler§, and now implemented in the
computational chemistry package ADF (Amsterdam Density Functional), and called
the Energy Partitioning Analysis or EPA.
The interaction energy between two species, can be thought of as the bonding or
binding energy. This interaction energy is thought of as having two primary
contributions, the first is the energy required to deform a fragment from its stable
ground state into the geometry and electronic structure it has in the complex. The
second is the energy of interaction between the deformed fragment and the rest of the
molecule.
ΔE=ΔEdeform+ ΔEinteraction
The interaction energy is further divided into physically meaningful components, an
electrostatic component (ionic), a Pauli repulsion component (steric) and an orbital
relaxation component (covalent). The orbital term calculates the energy gained when
the fragment orbitals are able to relax into an optimal form in the complex.
ΔEinteraction= ΔEelectrostatic + ΔEPauli-repulsion + ΔEorbital-relaxation

†

K. Morokuma, J. Chem. Phys., 55 (1971), p1236
T. Ziegler, A. Rauk, Theor. Chim. Acta., 46 (1977) p1
P. Hunt, Feb 2008
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For example, boron compounds of the type BX3 are
electron deficient, and hence Lewis acidic. Population
analysis methods have been used to show that as the
electronegativity of the halide increases there is an
increasing positive charge on the boron atom. However,
the Lewis acidity of the halide compounds progresses as Figure 11 σ-donation and π*backdonation
BBr3 > BCl3 > BF3. We are told that fluorine 2pπ orbitals
overlap best with the boron atom 2pπ orbitals and hence
are able to donate more electron density into the boron center thus reducing its Lewis
acidity. However it has been shown that the overlap of the Cl pπ orbitals with the
boron 2pπ orbitals is better than that of F! Thus the pπ orbital overlap hypothesis has
been negated. Why then is BCl3 a better Lewis acid than BF3? This question is
investigated in "Quantifying Lewis Acidity: a comparison between BCl3 and BF3" by
F. Bessac and G. Frenking, Inorg. Chem., 2003, Vol 42, p7990.
Analysing X3B-NH3 The energy required to
distort planar gas phase boron trihalides into the
local trigonal pyramidal geometry of the adduct
are almost identical for both halides, ≈22 kcal
mol-1, Table 4. The energy of interaction for the
BCl3 and NH3 fragments is larger and justifies
the statement that BCl3 is an intrinsically stronger
Lewis acid than BF3.

Cl
F
Δ

ΔEprep
21.9
21.8
0.1

ΔEinteraction
45.6
42.9
2.7

Table 4 Preparation energies and
interaction energies in kcal mol-1†

ΔEinteraction is decomposed into Pauli repulsion,
BF LUMO
electrostatic attraction (ionic bonding) and orbital
BCl LUMO
interaction (covalent bonding) terms, Table 5.
NH HOMO
The stabilising ionic and covalent attraction
terms together dominate the large and
destabilising Pauli repulsion term.
The
difference between the ionic and covalent terms Figure 12 ΗΟΜΟ−LUMO interactions
of BCl3 is only 1.5 kcal mol-1, while for BF3 it is
14.0 kcal mol-1, this indicates that relative to BF3 it is the enhanced covalent character
of the BCl3 bonding which makes it more stable. This interaction is primarily due to
σ-interactions (see last two columns). It is possible that the additional π-interactions
in BF3 (only 0.7%) weaken the covalent interaction!
3

3

3

Cl
F

ΔEPauli

ΔEelectrostatic

ΔEorbital

190.1
125.9

-118.6
-91.4

-117.1
-77.4

ΔEelectrostatic- ΔEorbital (σ) ΔEorbital (π)
ΔEorbital
-1.5
90.4%
9.6%
-14.0
89.7%
10.3%

Table 5 Energy components of interaction energy in kcal mol-1

To further examine this phenomenon the energy of the HOMO and LUMO of the acid
and base were examined. The largest interaction occurs when the HOMO (base) and
LUMO (acid) are closest in energy, Figure 12. This is a good example of why it is not
possible to establish an absolute scale of bacicity or acidity, it is the relative energy of
the HOMO and LUMO orbitals that is crucially important.

†

data from F. Bessac and G. Frenking, Inorg. Chem., 2003, Vol 42, p7990
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